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MORE THAN
JUST MANGOES
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Dive with thresher sharks, relax on unspoilt
beaches and feast on fresh seafood in Cebu
ELISABETH LEE

Frolick with thresher
sharks in the clear waters.

At first glance, it seems that the Cebuano economy is fuelled solely by mangoes
and sugarcane.The Queen of the South —
as Cebu City is affectionately known — is
surrounded by vast canefields, and just
about every other shop seems to sell all
kinds of mangoes in its various forms.
But if you take some time to explore,
you’ll discover that there’s so much more
to Cebu.
Nestled in the heart of the Philippines,
Cebu is well-protected from the typhoons
that frequently lash the archipelago. Being
surrounded by the much bigger islands
of Bohol, Negros and Leyte means that
Cebu itself sees less rainfall — and as a
result, there’s no pronounced rainy season
and the likelihood of your annual vacation
turning into a washout is greatly reduced.

Cebu is home to dozens of gorgeous,
picture-perfect beaches — from the white
sands of Mactan Island, just minutes from
the international airport, to the spectacular Badian Bay on the sunset coast. But
after spending five weeks roaming Cebu,
the one that won my heart (and persuaded
me to make a return trip) was Bounty
Beach on Malapascua Island.
Located on the northern tip of Cebu,
Malapascua is still largely undiscovered
by the tourist hordes. Its name is derived
from the Spanish for “unfortunate Christmas”, after the Spaniards discovered it
one typhoon-wracked Christmas more
than 400 years ago. But there’s nothing
unfortunate about the island — it’s a few
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GETTING THERE
SilkAir, Tiger and Cebu Pacific fly to Cebu.
From Cebu, a private taxi and ferry transfer
to the island can be arranged by your accommodation provider. Public transport
is slow, but cheap. Take the bus to Maya
(two-and-a-half hours) and then transfer
to a public boat (30 minutes).

Where to stay

Evolution Diving (www.evolution.com.ph)
offers beach-front chalets with daily housekeeping and linen changes for 1,600/2,500
pesos (fan/AC). Diving rates start at 1,200
pesos. For families, the chalets at Aabana
(www.aabana.de) offer good value and
plenty of space.
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Bounty Beach
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square kilometres of perfect island paradise. There’s not a chain hotel in sight — in
fact, you’d be hard-pressed to find even a
car or a road. I spent the entire week on
Malapascua roaming the island barefoot.
The main draw here is, of course, the
diving. Famed for the thresher sharks that
regularly visit its deeper shoals, Malapascua is also home to some of the Philippines’
best muck diving. We packed in 16 dives in
a week, and were never bored — frogfish,

mandarinfish and ornate ghost pipefish were
just some of the rare critters we spotted.
But there’s more to the island than
just diving. Rustic little beach huts and
cozy restaurants line Bounty Beach, with
The Craic House on the eastern tip — our
favourite during our stay. It may have a
more limited menu than the other bigger
restaurants on the island, but this allows
the chef to use only fresh seafood and
produce. While it ostensibly offers a modern, Asian take on traditional Irish/European cuisine, it is the chef’s renditions of

Filipino classics that really shine. Don’t miss
the kinilaw — marinated tuna served on
moreish garlic crostinis. It was so good, we
immediately ordered two more servings.
And what better way to laze away a
sunny afternoon than to hit the white sand
beach and luxuriate in a beachside massage (under your choice of coconut tree)
for just 300 pesos (S$8).
Good diving, great food and a friendly, laidback island charm — what more
could you ask for from a destination
that is just hours away from Singapore?
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